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Moral Development offers a comprehensive overview of classic and current theories of moral
development and applications of these theories in various counseling and educational settings.
It examines changes across time and experience in how people understand right and wrong,
and individual differences in moral judgements, emotions, and actions.Elizabeth C. Vozzola and
Amie K. Senland review the latest research in the field and integrate classic work with
contemporary perspectives on assessment and treatment. Part 1 provides an understanding of
a range of theories, explaining their strengths and challenges, and offering examples of how
these theories apply to helping professionals. It covers Freud, Piaget, Kohlberg, Rest, Gilligan,
Nodding, Bandura, Turiel, Nucci, Narvaez, Haidt, and Shweder. Part 2 highlights promising
applications of moral development theory in education and counseling. Fully updated with new
chapters on faith development and moral and prosocial development in infancy and early
childhood, the text explores specific approaches to helping clients with a variety of clinical or
developmental challenges and provides an excellent resource for courses addressing the
CACREP program objectives for Human Growth and Development. It also integrates issues of
gender, ethnicity, and culture throughout to prepare readers for practicing in a global culture and
presents a new perspective: the cultural developmental approach. Illustrated throughout with
examples that highlight applications of moral development concepts in today’s media, it also
includes interviews from some of today’s leading theorists and practitioners.Ideal as a text for
advanced courses on moral development and moral psychology, as well as courses on human,
child, social and personality development taught in psychology, counseling, education, human
development, family studies, social work, and religion. Its applied approach also appeals to
mental health and school counselors.



Praise for the first edition:“This is an excellent resource for those teaching courses in human
development, specifically courses needed by individuals seeking licensing and accreditation
(e.g., social work, psychology) from licensing boards with defined cognitive objectives in the
area of human growth and development (e.g., CACREP). In addition, the book is valuable for
those wishing to get up to speed on the topic of moral development and those struggling with
individuals with moral issues. Summing Up: Highly recommended. Upper-division
undergraduates, graduate students, professionals, general readers.”R.E. Osborne, Texas State
University, in CHOICE, September 2014“Moral Development is a unique book in that it so
effectively provides extensive coverage of the theoretical side of moral development but also
serves as a very useable guide for those who are interested in moral development from an
educational or therapeutic standpoint.”Michelle Stroffolino Schmidt, PsycCRITIQUES“Vozzola
masterfully delves into controversial areas with finesse, examines unresolved disputes without
hesitation and throughout it all maintains a friendly writing style. The book will engage students,
broaden their imaginations, and guide them in practical application. I plan to use it in my courses
and strongly endorse it for every undergraduate course addressing moral development!”Darcia
Narvaez, University of Notre Dame, USA“Elly Vozzola leads aspiring professionals through the
hills and valleys of moral psychology. Hers is a thoughtful survey of the evolution of moral
development accompanied by useful triggers for reflection and discussion. As a textbook it is
invitingly written and I would warmly commend it to teachers wishing to introduce their students
to a sensitive account of moral development.”James Conroy, University of Glasgow, UK“Moral
Development is just the sort of book the field has been waiting for. Clear, accessible, and
comprehensive, this text also brings students into the current debates in the field involving
neuroscience and evolutionary theory in a clear and lively way.”Sharon Lamb, University of
Massachusetts-Boston, USA“Many students struggle with combining theory and practice and
this book serves as a nice model of this important connection…. [It] provides the reader with
concrete examples of how moral development is carried out in therapy….This book adds a great
deal to the existing literature in the field in an accessible and useful manner.”Stefanie Sinno,
Muhlenberg College, USA“Vozzola has a lively writing style, which students will appreciate… By
using very practical examples and memorable interview quotations, Vozzola provides a very
interesting survey of the variety of perspectives and a compelling case for their usefulness…. I
would use and recommend it. I believe it would be very useful to students and teachers.”John R.
Snarey, Emory University, USA“The writing style… is personal and “down to earth”… like
reading a good novel…. Most texts review Piaget, Kohlberg and Gilligan…. This text goes
beyond that in terms of both theory and application…. It is appropriate for graduate and upper
division undergraduate courses…. I would consider adopting this book…. After providing a
theoretical foundation… the author then looks at the current research from a cultural perspective
and… helps the student apply both theory and research in order to utilize the knowledge
learned.”Rebecca J. Glover, University of North Texas, USA“In this work, Elizabeth Vozzola
tackles an important challenge: to provide a balanced, comprehensive review of moral



development theory and applications for a broad audience. She is up to the task, building on her
decades of experience in the field to offer, in under 200 pages, an integrated and thoughtful
outline that will be especially relevant for advanced undergraduate and graduate students
preparing for work in education and the helping professions… The book incorporates various
integrative and pedagogical features, including interviews with prominent theorists in the field,
and well-presented tables that compare and contrast salient features of relevant theories and
programmes. This text will also prove useful for those in cognate fields who want a current
overview of moral development and education. Vozzola’s writing style is informal and she shares
many incidents from her own journey as a teacher in the field… Vozzola’s goal is to prime moral
interest and provide tools for the journey. To this end she succeeds admirably, providing a
historical sweep of the field of moral development and a sense of its complexity and potential. I
suspect the book will prompt many new to the field to rethink their moral assumptions as well as
consider further study.”Jay W. Brandenberger, University of Notre Dame, Journal of Moral
EducationMoral DevelopmentMoral Development offers a comprehensive overview of classic
and current theories of moral development and applications of these theories in various
counseling and educational settings. It examines changes across time and experience in how
people understand right and wrong, and individual differences in moral judgements, emotions,
and actions.Elizabeth C. Vozzola and Amie K. Senland review the latest research in the field and
integrate classic work with contemporary perspectives on assessment and treatment. Part 1
provides an understanding of a range of theories, explaining their strengths and challenges, and
offering examples of how these theories apply to helping professionals. It covers Freud, Piaget,
Kohlberg, Rest, Gilligan, Nodding, Bandura, Turiel, Nucci, Narvaez, Haidt, and Shweder. Part 2
highlights promising applications of moral development theory in education and counseling.
Fully updated with new chapters on faith development and moral and prosocial development in
infancy and early childhood, the text explores specific approaches to helping clients with a
variety of clinical or developmental challenges and provides an excellent resource for courses
addressing the CACREP program objectives for Human Growth and Development. It also
integrates issues of gender, ethnicity, and culture throughout to prepare readers for practicing in
a global culture and presents a new perspective: the cultural developmental approach. Illustrated
throughout with examples that highlight applications of moral development concepts in today’s
media, it also includes interviews from some of today’s leading theorists and practitioners.Ideal
as a text for advanced courses on moral development and moral psychology, as well as courses
on human, child, social and personality development taught in psychology, counseling,
education, human development, family studies, social work, and religion. Its applied approach
also appeals to mental health and school counselors.Elizabeth C. Vozzola is a Professor Emerita
of Psychology and former Director of the Honors Program at the University of Saint Joseph in
West Hartford, CT, USA.Amie K. Senland is a Lecturer and Laboratory Coordinator of
Psychology at Trinity College in Hartford, CT, USA.Moral DevelopmentTheory and
ApplicationsSecond EditionElizabeth C. Vozzola and Amie K. SenlandSecond edition published



2022by Routledge605 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10158and by Routledge4 Park Square,
Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 4RNRoutledge is an imprint of the Taylor & Francis Group,
an informa business© 2022 Elizabeth C. Vozzola and Amie K. SenlandThe right of Elizabeth C.
Vozzola and Amie K. Senland to be identified as authors of this work has been asserted in
accordance with sections 77 and 78 of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988.All rights
reserved. No part of this book may be reprinted or reproduced or utilized in any form or by any
electronic, mechanical, or other means, now known or hereafter invented, including
photocopying and recording, or in any information storage or retrieval system, without
permission in writing from the publishers.Trademark notice: Product or corporate names may be
trademarks or registered trademarks, and are used only for identification and explanation
without intent to infringe.First edition published by Routledge 2014Library of Congress
Cataloging-in-Publication DataA catalog record has been requested for this bookDOI:Typeset in
Bemboby MPS Limited, DehradunElly Vozzola: This book is dedicated to my late parents, Elly
van den Berge Vozzola and Peter John Vozzola, who gave me such important lessons in “how to
live and what to do;” to my life partner, Paul Cimbala, for all the years of love, support, and
encouragement; and to my two sons, Vincenzo and Peter, for growing into fine young men
whose many talents are filtered through loving hearts.Amie Senland: This book is dedicated to
my parents, Karin and Aage, who have taught me many life lessons and provided me with much
support and encouragement through the years.ContentsFigures and TablesAbout the
AuthorsPrefaceAcknowledgmentsPART IMoral Development in the 21st Century: Theoretical
Roots and New Directions1 Introduction2 Classic Theories of Morality: Freud and Piaget3 From
Stages to Schemas: Kohlberg and Rest4 Theoretical Challenges to Classic Cognitive
Developmental Models5 The Rise of Theories from Neuroscience and Evolutionary
Perspectives6 The Origins of Morality and Prosocial Behavior in Early Childhood7 Global
Perspectives: A Sampling of Research and Issues8 Conclusion: In a Different MindPART
IIApplications of Theory to Practice9 Applied Moral Education: Accomplishments, New
Directions, and Morality (and Lack Thereof) in the Media10 Developmental Therapy: Helping
Clients Grapple with Core Moral Issues11 When Development Goes Awry: Deficits in Moral and
Empathic Development12 The Role of Faith, Religion, and Spirituality in Morality13 Conclusion:
How to Live and What to Do?ReferencesIndexFigures and TablesFigure2.1 Morality
Paradigms.Tables2.1 Strengths and Challenges of Freud's Theory2.2 Strengths and Challenges
of Piaget's Theory3.1 Six Stages in the Concept of Cooperation3.2 Strengths and Challenges of
Kohlberg's Theory3.3 Strengths and Challenges of Rest's Theory4.1 Key Concepts of
Theoretical Challenges5.1 Triune Ethics Meta-Theory: Ethics, Neurobiological Underpinnings,
and Characteristics5.2 Haidt's Moral Foundations Theory: Evolutionary Challenges and Modern
Manifestations9.1 Moral Education Models10.1 Applications of Rest's Four Component Model
to Counseling12.1 Strengths and Challenges of Fowler's TheoryAbout the AuthorsElizabeth
(Elly) C. Vozzola, Ph.D., is a Professor of Psychology Emerita and former Director of the Honors
Program at the University of Saint Joseph in West Hartford, Connecticut, USA. She earned a



master’s degree in community counseling at Winona State University, where Tim Hatfield
introduced her to Lawrence Kohlberg’s stage theory and Norm Sprinthall’s conception of
deliberate psychological education (DPE)—concepts that sparked her lifelong interest in moral
development theory and applications. She earned a second master’s and doctorate in Applied
Developmental Psychology at Fordham University, where she had the privilege of working with
Ann Higgins-D’Alessandro and completing a doctoral internship in one of Kohlberg’s just
community schools. Her scholarly projects have included studies of college faculty’s moral
reasoning about affirmative action, children’s moral understanding of the Harry Potter series,
emerging adults’ moral perceptions of the Twilight Saga, student and faculty perceptions of the
long-term influence of the Scarsdale Alternative School’s just community, and explorations of
moral exemplars such as Atticus Fitch and Abraham Lincoln. She lives in West Hartford, CT, with
her husband, Civil War historian Paul Cimbala, and two political cats, Franklin and Eleanor.Amie
K. Senland, Ph.D., is a Lecturer and Laboratory Coordinator in Psychology at Trinity College in
Hartford, Connecticut, USA. She earned her master’s and doctorate in Applied Developmental
Psychology at Fordham University, where she also had the honor of working with Ann Higgins-
D’Alessandro, who nurtured and guided her interest in moral development. Amie’s scholarly
projects have included studies of children’s understanding of the Harry Potter series, the moral
reasoning and empathy of adolescents and young adults with autism spectrum disorder, and
college students’ faith development. She lives in CT, where she enjoys hiking, raising Monarch
butterflies, and spending time with her cat, Olaf, who was rescued as a 6-week-old kitten during
a snowstorm.PrefaceOverviewThis book is written to provide an overview of moral development
theories and applications for upper-level undergraduate and master’s level students, especially
those in applied fields such as psychology, counseling, social work, nursing/allied health, and
education. The book can be used as the main text for courses on moral development or as a
supplementary text for any developmental, theory, or practice course where there is an
emphasis on moral development. Because of its practical nature, the book may also appeal to
professionals in related fields.This book looks at the field of moral development, in two ways: (1)
changes across time and experience in how people understand right and wrong; as well as (2)
individual differences in moral judgments, emotions, and actions. Some perspectives stress that
principles of moral conduct are set by society, others that they are actively constructed by the
developing child, and still others that there is a significant biological underpinning to our moral
judgments, emotions, and behavior.In the years since the first edition was published, the rise of
neurological/biological, evolutionary developmental, cultural developmental, and emotion-based/
implicit explanations of morality; as well as new challenges to classic universalist theories
necessitate revisiting and updating the text. Co-author Amie Senland has selected some of the
most important examples of research and theory in these areas as well as writing two entirely
new chapters on (a) prosocial and moral development in early childhood, and (b) faith
development.For a comparatively small speciality area, moral development can boast of an
extensive, often complex theoretical and research base. As such, it was necessary to limit the



considerations to a manageable domain of information. The book focuses primarily on
approaches with particularly well-researched and direct links to applications. We hope that the
brief discussions of relevant theories and research whet your appetite to pursue further readings
on your own. The current book makes no claim to providing an in-depth review of theory and
research but rather is offered as a synthesis of a rich, wide set of moral development resources
that focuses on examples and perspectives with particular relevance to helping
professionals.After decades of researching and teaching about moral development, we continue
to be impressed with people’s hunger for and appreciation of moral development and moral
education. Elly has presented similar versions of the material in some of these chapters to
groups ranging from parent groups in urban schools to undergraduates, graduate students, and
veteran teachers and counselors. The backgrounds could not be more different or the
engagement and insights more similar. The intense motivation to learn about moral development
arises, we believe, because all see immediate applications of the knowledge to their lives and
their professions.We have attempted always to ask the question: What information would be
useful to someone who wanted to take his or her knowledge of moral development out into the
world? The second edition’s continued stress on application reflects our sincere hope that
whether you are a professional reading the book to enhance your practice or a student reading it
in a course, you make the connections between theory and the pressing moral issues of our
time. You will notice that discussion questions throughout the text challenge you to make those
connections. We also share our own ideas on “what to do and how to live” in the concluding
chapter.One unique feature of the book is to acknowledge that although most texts address
issues of gender and ethnicity, students will be practicing in settings (and a world) in which
understanding issues of global culture will be the new necessity. The chapter on global
perspectives on morality (Chapter 7) not only frames the ideas of some of the major theorists
writing on cultural developmental aspects of morality (e.g., Jensen, 2015a, 2020a), but also
includes examples of novel perspectives from China, Latin America, and Africa, as well as the
Islamic world. Thus, while issues related to gender and ethnicity are integrated throughout the
text, the global perspective has been given a special focus.Special FeaturesEach chapter ends
with several discussion questions. These questions are intended to help you make personal
connections to the ideas and concepts in the chapters. Chapters also end with a brief list of
additional resources. Exploration of the resources can be used for class-enrichment activities,
extra credit, or sources for papers on course topics. Many chapters feature “Interviews with
Discipline Leaders” boxes in which leading developmental theorists, practitioners, and
researchers discuss their work. We hope that learning more about the work that has been
particularly meaningful to the field’s leaders helps to bring their research and theories alive for
you.Once we have covered the theoretical material, you will begin to see “Dilemma of the Day”
boxes that are designed to help you apply theory to real-world situations. The dilemma exercises
are designed to help you begin to think about your own moral principles and can be used for
class discussions or short writing assignments.The applications chapters include “Morality in the



Media” boxes with recommendations for films or books that exemplify concepts from the chapter.
One course assignment that many students find particularly meaningful is to write a brief
analysis paper in which they examine the characters and themes of films or novels through the
lens of moral development theories.You will find summary tables of theory strengths and
weaknesses within Chapters 2, 3, and 12, tables of key concepts in Chapters 4 and 5, and brief
tables connecting applications to their theoretical roots within Chapters 9 and 10. These tables
are intended to provide you with brief overviews of the chapter’s ideas that should be helpful
aids to better understanding of the theories as well as providing a resource to refer back to as
you read the later application chapters. To help you understand the studies that gave rise to or
support these theories, the text reviews the latest research methods techniques used in the
field.Other highlights are numerous demonstrations of how theory is used by today’s helping
professionals that will help readers make connections between theory and moral issues of our
time. The strong emphasis on application in Part II integrates the classic theories covered in Part
I with contemporary research on assessment and treatment. The application chapters also
highlight cutting-edge research on the moral and empathic development of antisocial youth,
psychopaths, and individuals diagnosed on the autism spectrum and a new chapter on faith
development.Finally, for graduate counseling classes, this text can provide an excellent resource
for courses addressing the Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related Educational
Programs (CACREP) objectives related to the common core area of Human Growth and
Development. Many chapters directly address the objective that skilled counselors should be
able to demonstrate knowledge of cognitive structural theories of moral, intellectual, and ethical
development.ContentsPart I of this book explores not only the classic theories upon which the
modern field of moral development rests, but also newer theories and directions that are rarely
covered in traditional developmental textbooks. Every major developmental textbook covers
Freud, Piaget, Kohlberg, Haidt and Gilligan, but here you will see important but lesser known
theories, such as Nodding’s care ethic, Bandura’s theory of moral disengagement, and Turiel’s
domain theory. As teachers, we always try to end a class by pulling out the key “big ideas” we
have been discussing. Thus, the concluding chapter of Part I summarizes key points and
evaluates the strengths and weaknesses of various theoretical approaches.In Part II, we
highlight promising applications of moral development theory in the fields of education,
counseling and faith development. For example, character education programs that are based
on sound developmental theory hold promise for meeting the challenges facing public education
today. If you are planning on a career in teaching, you’ll find some of the suggested additional
resources especially useful. With tight licensing requirements dictating curricular offerings in the
professional programs, few counselors, psychologists, or social workers today get the deep
grounding in moral development theory and practice that could help them better evaluate their
clients’ cognitive, emotional, and behavioral challenges. Chapters 10 and 11 present specific
approaches to helping clients with diverse problems, ranging from dysfunctional or
developmentally inappropriate schemas to serious behavior problems such as conduct disorder



and psychopathy.AcknowledgmentsElizabeth (Elly) Vozzola: Although the final interpretations
(and any misinterpretations) are wholly our own, we owe a debt of gratitude to the scholars who
were so generous in talking with us about their work: Lene Arnett-Jensen, Marv Berkowitz, John
Gibbs, Rick Halstead, Hyemin Han, Tim Hatfield, Ann Higgins D’Alessandro, Dan Lapsley,
Darcia Narvaez, Don Reed, Bob Selman, Norm Sprinthall, and Steve Thoma. I would also like to
thank the reviewers of the first edition: Sam A. Hardy, Brigham Young University: Stefanie Sinno,
Muhlenberg College; John R. Snarey, Emory University; and two anonymous reviewers.Through
the many years I worked on the two editions of this book, my family, friends, and colleagues have
been uniformly supportive (and patient). The long but non-exhaustive list of beloved
cheerleaders includes Vincenzo & Anahid, Peter, Casey, Anne & Alan, Mark & Tema, Tim, Norm
& Lois, Becky, Lance, Mary, Tonya, Lisa, MJ, Wayne, Ann, Mark, Rick, Kevin, Joan, Karen,
Agnes, and Ken. Special thanks are due to my eagle-eyed former proofreader, now co-author,
Gen Next moral scholar Amie Senland, for her insightful updating of all references and brilliant
writing and editing skills, and to our supportive, patient and generous editors: Debra Riegert
(first edition) and Helen Pritt (second edition) for helping us to hone the material into a polished
final product. We especially appreciated the skillful organizational skills of editorial assistant
Shreya Bajpai who brought us through the home stretch of this project. Most of all, I thank my
best friend and life partner, the lead guitarist of many a past rock and blues band (and, oh yes,
respected Civil War historian), Paul Cimbala.Amie Senland: I also wish to thank Helen Pritt
(second edition) and her assistant, Shreya Bajpai, for their assistance throughout this project, as
well as their patience and support as we revised the second edition during a pandemic. I would
especially like to thank Hyemin Han, who I had the privilege of interviewing for the second
edition. Special thanks to my mentors over the years who have helped me to hone my
understanding of the field of moral development, including Elly Vozzola and Ann Higgins-
D’Alessandro; as well as Dina Anselmi and David Reuman, who have fostered my growth in
teaching practice. Finally, I thank my family, as well as my friends, for their patience and support
as I have worked on this second edition.Part IMoral Development in the 21st Century:
Theoretical Roots and New Directions1 IntroductionDOI:Humans have been pondering
questions of morality for as long as we have records of their queries. Meno asks Socrates, “Can
you tell me, Socrates, whether virtue is acquired by teaching or by practice;… [or] whether it
comes to man by nature, or in what other way?” (Plato, 380 BCE). In the relatively recent field of
psychology, cognitive developmentalists have developed one set of answers, and thinkers from
behavioral, psychoanalytic, social learning, and evolutionary perspectives yet others.A second
edition of this text was important because of the current paradigm shift of theory and research
within the field. The earlier dominant constructionist paradigm has been challenged, and some
believe, replaced, by theories from evolutionary, biological, personality, and cultural psychology.
Many researchers no longer hold to classic universal theories and stress the need to look at
morality through specific cultural lenses.For the purposes of this book, we use the term morality
in the general language usage of principles of right and wrong actions and judgments. This book



looks at a special area of morality, the field of moral development, in two ways: (1) changes
across time and experience in how people understand right and wrong; as well as (2) individual
differences in moral judgments, emotions, and actions. Some perspectives stress that principles
of moral conduct are set by society, others that they are actively constructed by the developing
child, and still others that there is a significant biological underpinning to our moral judgments,
emotions, and behavior.Part I of this book explores not only the classic theories upon which the
modern field of moral development rests, but also newer theories and directions that are rarely
covered in traditional developmental textbooks. In Chapter 2, we attempt to give you a deep and
broad understanding of the work of two seminal thinkers: Freud and Piaget. The cliché that “We
stand on the shoulders of giants” is particularly apt when we consider that any contemporary
theory must grapple with describing the emotional and cultural components of morality
described by Freud, as well as the cognitive and structural components described by Piaget.In
Chapter 3, we present the theories from two of the field's most influential thinkers, Lawrence
Kohlberg and James Rest, who, like Piaget, focused specifically on the rational side of morality.
Although Kohlberg's theory is better known to the general public, it has been the broader
conception of morality, eventually developed by Rest and his colleagues at the University of
Minnesota, that has better stood the test of time and future research.Chapters 4 and 5 fill in a
major gap in the treatment of moral development found in most textbooks. Textbooks tend to
present Freud, Piaget, Kohlberg, and Gilligan but neglect to cover the dynamic current state of
theory and research. It's as if your knowledge of a living family came only from hearing the
stories about their most famous ancestors. In Chapter 4, we look at how classic cognitive-
developmental theories have faced substantive challenges not only from care theorists such as
Carol Gilligan and Nel Noddings, but also from a perspective called domain theory as well as
from the emerging area of moral self/moral personality. In Chapter 5, we turn to the rise of
important new theories from neuroscience and evolutionary perspectives. In the second edition,
we made substantive additions to these sections to introduce you to cutting-edge research in
the areas of emotion-based/implicit moral reasoning and Evolutionary Development (“Evo-
Devo”).The second edition also features a wholly new chapter (i.e., 6) that explores the vibrant
field of research into the origins of pro-social behavior and morality in infancy and early
childhood. This work extends and complements theories discussed in the previous chapter.A
unique feature of the book is to acknowledge that, although issues of gender and ethnicity now
tend to be integrated into textbooks and training across the professions (diversity classes are
ubiquitous in professional programs), students will be practicing in settings (and a world) in
which understanding issues of global culture will be the new necessity. For example, students in
the public schools in Elly's suburban American hometown of West Hartford come from homes in
which 80 different languages are spoken. No professional can hope to come to a deep
understanding of dozens of cultures, but Chapter 7 frames specific examples of moral
development theory, research, and issues within an overarching frame of core moral values that
can help the practitioner make sense of the multitude of cultural variations that she or he will



face in practice. This chapter has been substantially revised to incorporate contemporary
research and theory from cultural-development psychology.The concluding chapter of Part I
summarizes key points and evaluates the strengths and weaknesses of various theoretical
approaches. We cover a lot of theoretical and research ground in this section, and it is important
to pull back from all that exposition and ask, “So what does all this mean?” How can we make
sense of all these seemingly contradictory ideas? Chapter 8 attempts to answer those questions
while acknowledging the reality of ongoing controversies and gaps in our knowledge base.In
Part II, we highlight promising applications of moral development theory in the fields of
education and counseling. We added a new chapter on faith development that has applications
not only for religious education but also for college and university curricula and programming.We
need to acknowledge from the very beginning that we cannot conceivably present you with a
comprehensive picture of the enormous field of moral education research and practice. But in
Chapter 9, we do attempt to give you a Cook's Tour of past accomplishments and future
directions in moral and character education that should give interested students a framework
from which to pursue additional resources in more depth.Schools, however, are not the only, or
even the most powerful, source of moral messages. Certainly, families and peers play a large
role but, increasingly, young people are immersed in a world of media. Thus, in Chapter 9 we
also share some recent research on how media's moral messages are perceived across
development. Research from a major Common Sense Census Media survey in 2015 found that
8- to 18-year-old young people are spending, on average, between 42 and 63 hours per week
on various media sources from Facebook to reality TV (Rideout, 2016).In Chapter 10, we move
to a consideration of how counselors and therapists have integrated moral development theories
into their practice. We briefly summarize the perspectives of practitioners who focused on “giving
psychology away” through school-based interventions aimed at promoting moral development
for all students and then turn to more specific individual and group counseling techniques. The
chapter ends by offering Halstead's conceptual model for assessing client core issues as well as
current research on promoting well-being and treating Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD).Many moral development theories (e.g., Hoffman, 2000; Selman, 1976, 2003) posit the
importance of perspective-taking and/or empathy for healthy moral development. Thus, we
thought it would be useful to follow the overview of developmental counseling with a chapter
(Chapter 11) that shows you in some detail what can happen when moral or empathic
development goes seriously awry. After presenting Martin Hoffman's theory of empathic
development and Albert Bandura's theory of moral disengagement, we give you some examples
of how developmental deficits play out in individuals diagnosed with conduct disorder, autism
spectrum disorders, and psychopathy.Another chapter new to this second edition brings you
classic theories and contemporary research in the field of faith development. Major surveys of
religious participation in the United States have shown a stark decline in religious attendance
and a rise in those who identify as religiously unaffiliated, yet faith and religious participation
vary widely across cultures and sub-cultures (Pew Research Center [PEW], 2015a, 2019). Faith



remains an integral component of life and meaning for many people, and Chapter 12 explores its
manifestations across development as well as its relationship to moral development.The book
concludes with a reflection on Tolstoy's perennial questions: How to live and what to do? Just as
Chapter 8 attempted to make sense of the diverse theoretical perspectives in Part I, Chapter 13
attempts to pull out some general themes from Part II about how theory can best inform practice,
not only in the areas of education and practice examined in the text, but also across the wide
range of settings in which a background in moral development might help you better understand
yourself and others.William Perry (1970) proposed that college students move through a series
of epistemological positions—a fancy term for the process of changes in the way they think
about what knowledge is and how it is gained. In brief, many students come to college as
dualistic thinkers looking for black/white right/wrong answers to questions. They believe that
experts and textbooks have the answers and that their job as students is to memorize the
information and give it back. We call this “learning as regurgitation.” The multiple perspectives
students encounter in college, both from professors and fellow students, shake their certainty in
“right” answers and move most of them into a stage of relativism in which they understand that
different people may hold different perspectives. Students at this epistemological stage often
drive their professors slightly crazy with their characteristic comment, “That's just your opinion.”
Eventually, most students, especially in work in their major field, come to realize that all opinions
are not equal and that there are guidelines for determining the strengths and weaknesses of
evidence and arguments. This moves students into a stage of commitment in relativism in which
they are willing to say, “Here I stand—these perspectives and interpretations make the most
sense to me given the evidence we now have. I realize I need to remain open to possible future
evidence, but, for now, here I stand.”This book reflects our own “Here we stand” position on the
topics presented. A central goal has been to introduce you to the foundations of the knowledge
base in moral development. Roger Straughan (1985, reprinted in Puka, 1994) once wrote a
critique of Kohlberg's theory, cleverly entitled “How to Reach Stage 6 and Remain a Bastard.”
This text's stress on application reflects our own sincere hope that whether you are a
professional reading the book to enhance your practice or a student reading it in a course, you
make the connections between theory and the pressing moral issues of our time. Our goal has
been to spark your interest to such an extent that you feel motivated to implement some of the
field's ideas in your own professional life. In a world fraught with challenges at every level—from
the struggles of stressed families to the international scourges of terrorism, genocide, bigotry,
ignorance, pandemics, and war—we need a committed core of helping professionals dedicated
to promoting both justice and care.2 Classic Theories of Morality: Freud and PiagetDOI:When
Elly's son Peter was 7, he accidentally hit his cousin Jason in the head with a baseball bat while
swinging at a pitch. The boys’ parents heard a set of yells outside the window and saw Jason,
bat in hand, in hot pursuit of Peter. The grownups separated the warring parties, heard out the
victim's claims, and were about to demand that Peter offer the obligatory apology when he
turned to Jason and burst out: “OK, OK, just hit me back!” Someone grabbed the bat from Jason



just in time, but clearly both boys would have been quite satisfied with their brand of Old
Testament justice.Through the lens of cognitive-developmental theory, this story provides a
nearly perfect illustration of the type of “eye for an eye” thinking that actually indicates growth in
moral reasoning. Jason and Peter's reliance on a morality informed by a tacit understanding of
reciprocity represented a developmental shift from an earlier moral worldview in which they
obeyed grownups in order to avoid punishment.Context: Morality ParadigmsAntoine de Saint-
Exupéry (1943/1971) began his beloved children's book Le Petit Prince with his childhood
drawing, dessin numero 1, of a fearsome boa constrictor devouring an elephant. Saint-Exupéry
attributes his career choice of aviation rather than art to the reaction of les grandes personnes
(grownups) who interpreted his masterpiece as a quite un-fearsome hat. Undeterred by this
cautionary tale, we begin the first chapter of this text with Elly's own dessin numero 1 (see
Figure 2.1).Figure 2.1 Morality Paradigms.The four theoretical paradigms, or models, presented
in this artistically-challenged drawing (from the low-technology days before PowerPoint) all have
important implications for how you understand and intervene with future clients and students.
Given our focus on application, this theoretical overview stresses the paradigms’ psychological
rather than philosophical roots. Although moral theorists rely heavily on core philosophic ideas
from works ranging from Aristotle, Plato, and Nietzsche to Baldwin, Mead, Dewey, and Rawls
and Habermas, space limitations preclude a substantive discussion of those thinkers (Lapsley,
1996, and Reed, 1997, provide two fine discussions of the philosophical roots of moral
theory).Gielen (as cited in Kuhmerker, 1991) points out that the major moral theories make
radically different assumptions about the nature of morality, thus giving rise to either irrational,
culture-bound conceptions or rational, nonrelativistic ones. In other words, some theories
assume and stress the primary role of emotions and societal rules while others assume and
stress the primary role of the independent intellect. Freud and the behaviorists (and, we would
add, many evolutionary psychologists, see Chapter 5) assume that morality is basically irrational
and represents humans’ adjustments or adaptations to their environments and/or the rules and
expectations of society. In contrast, cognitive developmentalists such as Kohlberg and Piaget
focus on conscious, rational decision-making that can rise above societal conventions. Before
examining individual thinkers’ ideas in some depth, we take a brief look at each
perspective.PsychoanalysisMorality is best thought of as control of socially unacceptable
impulses, especially sexual and aggressive ones, by a personality structure that Freud (1923)
called the super-ego. The super-ego uses guilt, shame, and inferiority to keep unacceptable
influences in check. In this conception, the super-ego or conscience contains the internalized
rules of a culture as transmitted by parents. The standard cartoon convention of angels and
devils whispering contrasting advice into the characters’ ears exemplifies the psychoanalytic
tension between biological urges (the id) and the constraints of culture (the super-ego). If you
are spending this evening diligently reading about morality instead of running naked through the
streets, Freud would say that you have the stern, internalized voices of your parents to thank!
BehaviorismBandura's social learning theory has been particularly influential in the field of



morality. Briefly, from this perspective, morality can be thought of as a set of learned habits,
attitudes, and values dependent on the social environment and reinforcement contingencies
(Kuhmerker, 1991). Did you give blood at a blood drive recently? Chances are that someone in
your family or friendship group was also a donor, and you observed the positive responses to
their altruistic act. There is a good reason that the Red Cross always puts stickers on the chests
of donors saying: “Be nice to me, I gave blood today.” Social learning precepts don’t get much
more obvious!Cognitive DevelopmentalThis paradigm proposes that people construct morality
through active engagement in their social world. For Kohlberg (1984), morality is the
development of universal and increasingly more complex and adequate stages of moral
thinking. For later thinkers, morality is better understood as the development of a wider range of
strategies or schemas for solving moral problems. Imagine that a 3-year-old, a 6-year-old, a 13-
year-old, and a 21-year-old are playing Candy Land, a classic young children's board game in
which you roll dice and advance to the Candy Castle or slide back into the Gum Drop Mountain.
Now imagine that the 3-year-old rolls a 2 and cheerfully moves her little gingerbread man marker
6 spaces ahead to reach an attractive gum drop. Who will be driven completely crazy by this
action? Who will accept the move good-naturedly but perhaps gently explain the rule about
moving a piece the number of spaces corresponding to the die? (And who will be so socially
mortified at playing a game of Candy Land that she or he does not care how anyone moves so
long as the game ends with merciful swiftness?) Welcome to the world of cognitive
development.Evolutionary/BiologicalMorality arises from a genetic predisposition to certain
social emotions and behaviors that have evolved through natural selection because they
increased the ability of our ancestors to survive, mate, and get their genes into the next
generation. For example, many of you have at one time or another helped a friend move. You
probably feel reasonably certain that if you were ever to need help with a move of your own, you
could call on that friend. Current theorists would see the roots of your behavior in your
chimpanzee ancestors’ propensity to share grubs with chimps that have shared grubs with them
in the past. In scarce times, the sharers upped their chance of surviving and so a genetic bias
towards reciprocity emerged.In this chapter, we examine two early attempts to understand the
development of morality. Although both Freud's and Piaget's theories are no longer deemed
adequate explanations of complex moral functioning, all later theories take them into account in
some way, whether as a foundation from which to build ideas or as an edifice to be challenged
and supplanted.Freud and Morality: A Charitable ViewThe tension between the harsh super-ego
and the ego that is subjected to it is called by us the sense of guilt; it expresses itself as a need
for punishment. Civilization, therefore, obtains mastery over the individual's dangerous desire for
aggression by weakening and disarming it and by setting up an agency within him to watch over
it, like a garrison in a conquered city.(Freud, 1930, pp. 123–124)It may seem strange to begin
our discussion of moral development theory with a discussion of Sigmund Freud in a field
originally dominated by cognitive-developmental accounts and later by a range of biological,
evolutionary, and cultural explanations. Although Freud's psychoanalytic theory had tremendous



influence in the early years of the 20th century, many of his ideas have not stood up well to
rigorous testing. Hogan and Emler (1995) begin their largely sympathetic treatment of Freud's
work with the observation that his writings “are not well-respected today in academic psychology
and, in a real sense, that is as it should be” (p. 210). However, we concur with their argument that
“although many aspects of psychoanalysis are factually wrong, many of its assumptions and
implications are quite insightful and we forget them at our peril” (p. 210).Anyone who has taken
an upper-division class in psychology or a graduate class in the helping fields is likely to have
been exposed to Freud's basic model of personality—the id, the ego, and the super-ego (Freud,
1923, 1930). Rather than rehash the summary and surface treatment many of you have read in
multiple formats, we concentrate on modern thinkers who have examined morality from a
psychoanalytic framework. We believe you will be pleasantly surprised to see that neoanalytic
thinkers provide some provocative insights with important implications for parents and
professionals.These newer ideas were not, however, evident in the first comprehensive moral
development textbook (Lickona, 1976). In that book, psychiatrist James Gilligan laid out the
classic psychoanalytic position that morality represses individuals. For Gilligan (1976), Freud's
theory marked the beginning of the scientific rather than philosophical investigation of morality:A
psychoanalytic theory of moral experience sees morality as a force antagonistic to life and to
love, a force causing illness and death—neurosis and psychosis, homicide and suicide. I see
morality as a necessary but immature form of affective and cognitive development, so that
fixation at the moral stage represents developmental retardation, or immaturity, and regression
to it represents psychopathology.(p. 145)Here, morality is viewed as being motivated by shame
and guilt and may be contrasted with the goal of psychoanalysis—a level of healthy functioning
in which individuals are motivated by the positive desire to love. Ethics tends to tell people what
to do; psychoanalysis aims at asking people what they want to do. The analyst hopes to give
patients the intellectual framework to address life's big questions: “How to live and what to
do” (Lickona, 1976, p. 145).Researchers in the cognitive-developmental tradition are fond of
presenting respondents with a hypothetical moral dilemma about a man named Heinz who has
to decide whether it is right to steal a drug to save his dying wife. Gilligan suggests that a
psychoanalyst would ask Heinz why he's hung up on what he should do—is he avoiding looking
at what he wants to do? Analysts would view Heinz's moralizing as a defense mechanism.
Rather than worrying about the adequacy of patients’ justice reasoning, the goal of
psychoanalysis is to help patients make honest assessments of what they want to do and the
realistic costs of those choices.We suspect that many readers find themselves uncomfortable
with a conception of morality that sees conscience as the root of mental illness. Yet we have all
experienced moments in adult life when we find ourselves feeling guilty about an action, such as
leaving a whiny toddler with a spouse so that we can go off to do something we enjoy. We try to
ignore the internal voice telling us how selfish we are—“Shouldn’t I really be home watching the
Paws Patrol video, again, rather than running off to see the latest Avenger movie?” If Freud is
right, are all our good deeds just neurotic compliant reactions? Fortunately, many analysts have



found ways to integrate a healthier conception of conscience into a Freudian framework.Eli
Sagan's 1988 book, Freud, Women, and Morality: The Psychology of Good and Evil, offers a
compelling alternative vision. Like feminist Nancy Chodorow (1978), Sagan believes that
morality has its roots in the care and attachment of the pre-Oedipal relationships of infancy and
toddlerhood.Sagan (1988) contrasts this perspective with Freud's belief that morality arises
between the ages of 4 and 6 when children come to desire the opposite-sex parent and resent
the same-sex one. For little boys, the Oedipal complex is resolved when fear that large, powerful
dad may castrate them convinces them to drop their pursuit of mom. For little girls, the parallel
Electra complex is resolved when little girls give up hopes of winning dad and decide to throw in
their lot with mom. In both cases, the resolution of the complexes leads to the creation of the
super-ego. The super-ego is created when children stop competing with their same-sex parents
and instead incorporate them—especially their moral imperatives—into their own personalities.
The super-ego can then function as the parents’ agent. Cultural oughts, shoulds, and shouldn’ts
now ring in the child's head as the voices of parental strictures:“We always wash our hands
before meals.”“If you can’t say something nice, don’t say anything at all.”“What goes on in this
house stays in this house.”Sagan's (1988) major problem with Freud's conception is that
although it posits that children swallow their parents whole—their nurturing, loving, encouraging,
admirable parts and their punishing, detracting, aggressive, frightening ones—Freud actually
writes 10 times as much about the harsh, punitive aspects of the super-ego than he does about
its loving, benevolent aspects. Like many modern readers, Sagan also disagrees with Freud's
contention that women are incapable of the same degree of super-ego development as men.
Because they do not have the threat of castration (and hence castration anxiety) to motivate the
resolution of their Electra complexes, Freud (1923) believed that little girls’ super-egos were
never quite as strong as little boys’. Sagan argues that Freud's theory of morality fails to link
nurturing and love with morality. Why? Sagan turns the tools of psychoanalysis on Freud himself
and concludes that Freud repressed his own memory of a pre-Oedipal mother. In doing so, he
repressed early experiences of love, identification, and idealization.If the super-ego forms when
young children incorporate their parents’ norms, then the super-ego is profoundly dependent on
the particular society the parents belong to. Sagan (1988) notes that in slave societies, the super-
ego would legitimate slavery; in sexist societies, it would legitimate sexism; and, more
specifically, in Armenia, Nazi Germany, and Rwanda, the super-ego could (and did) legitimate
the horrors of genocide. He suggests, however, that while the super-ego may indeed be an
amoral structure that swallows whole the norms of a prevailing culture, the conscience, in
contrast, can differentiate moral from amoral attributes. Classic Freudian theory does not allow
us to progress beyond the morality of our parents and culture. But people do triumph over the
inadequacies of their particular families and the prejudices of their particular culture.Sagan
(1988) lays out an explicit summary of Freud's model for moral development:A little boy
masturbates.A parent (usually the mother) threatens that the father or doctor will cut off his penis
(not an uncommon parental threat in Freud's time).The little boy cannot believe this!Eventually



he sees a naked girl and becomes a believer. He gives up all hope of doing in dad and seducing
mom.He introjects the authoritarian parents into his ego and forms the nucleus of the super-ego
“which takes over the severity of the father and perpetuates his prohibition against incest” (p.
75).The process both preserves and paralyzes the little boy's penis and moves him into Freud's
stage of latency.Sagan's alternative model posits a three-stage model of healthy conscience
development:The more adequately a child is loved and nurtured in infancy and early childhood,
the greater chance she or he will develop a sound conscience.Children show two types of
identification in their early years:Identification with their nurturer, which leads to the “universal
human inclination… to give back love for love received” (p. 160); andIdentification with their
comforters, which later allows them to identify with victims and feel pity and
compassion.Children's desire to give back love and nurturance eventually generalizes to others
beyond their families. This step is dependent on the development of the abilities to generalize
and abstract described by Piaget (1932/1997) as the formal operations stage. A mature adult
conscience is the end product of this stage.In summary, Freud lost his way because he ignored
children's powerful need for reciprocity—to return nurturance for nurturance given (Sagan,
1988). He saw them controlled only by punishment and fear of loss of love. He forgot that
children also want to please the people they love. With Sagan, we would argue that identification
with the nurturer is a much better candidate for the core foundation of moral development than
fear of a castrating father.In moving from Gilligan and Sagan to Hogan and Emler's (1995) model
of moral development, we shift from the traditional psychoanalytic focus on the child and the
family to consider the child's development within the wider society. The psychoanalytic
perspective stresses how children and their families develop in particular times and places.
Hogan and Emler's analysis provides a useful model for helping professionals in that it salvages
important Freudian insights and integrates them with Mead (1934) and Durkheim's (1961)
sociological conceptions and Erikson's (1968) psychosocial theory.In the psychoanalytic model,
moral development is conceptualized as a by-product of personality. Children develop through a
process of three major transformations in their relationships with social groups:As Freud (1923)
noted, in early childhood, children's identification with their parents helps them develop respect
for authority.Drawing on George Herbert Mead's work, Hogan and Emler (1995) posit a second
transformation in middle childhood or early adolescence. Developing role-taking and
perspective-taking skills result in identification with the social group and a growing
responsiveness to other's expectations.Finally, in late adolescence or early adulthood, taking on
adult roles helps individuals to develop a personal sense of identity and articulate justifications
for accepting the rules of chosen groups or institutions.Hogan and Emler (1995) accept Freud's
evolutionary perspective that civilizations must somehow control human's evolutionarily pre-
attuned selfishness. They argue that his definition of morality as the rules or conventions of an
individual's society is not naïve relativism but rather a valid analysis of how conventional
moralities arise of necessity to regulate the universal human instincts of sex and aggression that
have such potential to disrupt any society. Given these realities, it should be no surprise that



what society asks of us—the super-ego's control of the id's desires—leads to “painful
renunciations” (p. 213). So, although Freud argues that societies (and their agents, the super-
ego) are of necessity repressive and the principle cause of neurosis, he held that a just society
“is one in which everyone suffers equally” (p. 213).Although this may seem at first blush a
relativistic perspective, a deeper understanding of Freud uncovers a more complex vision. Yes,
humans are by nature selfish, aggressive, and lustful. Societies have no choice but to develop
rules and consequences to keep these instincts in check. The moral person must comply with
society's rules because the alternative is chaos. However (and this is a major “however”), Freud
believed in a moral obligation to pursue self-awareness. Without self-awareness, which he
believed the process of psychoanalysis could deliver, people are at the mercy of their instincts.
When we gain self-understanding and come to acknowledge and integrate the animal side of
our nature, we can then choose to follow society's rules because we now understand how
necessary they are.Current Evaluation of Freud's TheoryAlthough the ideas of psychoanalysis
remain important in Western culture, they have faced serious and legitimate scientific criticism
and no longer play a significant role in most contemporary conceptions of moral development. In
the following sections, we summarize a few of the most central challenges. Interestingly,
however, recent findings from neuroscience suggest that Freud's observation of tensions
between components he called the id, ego, and super-ego may actually have a basis in brain
systems. In further support of Freud's focus on early childhood experiences, Narvaez and
Vaydich (2008) noted mounting evidence for lifelong effects of parenting on brain formation and
later emotional regulation (see Table 2.1).Table 2.1 Strengths and Challenges of Freud's
TheoryStrengths include:Stress on the importance of early attachment and other childhood
experiences for later adult functioning.Attention to the tension between rational conscious
thoughts and “unconscious,” more emotional forces that foreshadowed current dual-processing
theories.Concepts of internalization, identification, and introjection (Kramer, 2006).Challenges
include:Lack of testable hypotheses.Gender bias.Overreliance on case studies.Developed his
theories from observations of a clinical sample and his own self-analysis rather than a random
sample of a normative population.Frequently distorted or ignored data that challenged his ideas
(e.g., Esterson, 2001; Kramer, 2006).Inadequate evidence to support his theory of psychosexual
stages, children's incestuous desires, or the Oedipal and Electra complexes (Kramer, 2006;
Weiten, 2016).Applications of Psychoanalytic TheoryDespite well-justified skepticism about
many aspects of Freudian theory itself, what might helping professionals want to take away from
a psychoanalytic perspective on morality? If we accept that love is the great teacher (e.g.,
Sagan, 1988) and that legitimate respect for authority arises from identification with parents
(Damon, 1988; Hogan & Emler, 1995), then it should become a societal priority both to promote
responsive parenting and to provide alternative caring adults for children who are not getting or
did not get responsive parenting.Consider the case of children whose parents have not been
there for them either literally (e.g., biological fathers who play no role in their children's lives) or
emotionally (e.g., parents whose own problems with substance abuse or mental illness interfere



with their parenting). The professional literature in education and therapy is replete with
examples of abandoned or neglected children struggling with a wide range of problems that
frequently include problems with authority and rules and lack of conscience.In cases like this, it
is not uncommon to see helping professionals turning to the commonsense strategy of trying to
provide alternative parental figures. Big Brother/Big Sister programs, concerned extended family
members, mentors, teachers, and counselors have all attempted to provide caring adult
guidance for children adrift. Older adolescents are sometimes steered into the military, where
the drill sergeants provide a crash course in rules and discipline. In connecting children with
caring and/or consistent adults, concerned helpers seem to be using the Freudian idea that
children develop respect for authority through identification with parents or parental figures.
These connections also reflect a commitment to Sagan's (1988) key concept that, in the end,
love is the great teacher. When biological parents fail to adequately serve as loving teachers and
society's agents, then alternative agents must be found.Piaget and His MarblesIt is of
paramount importance during this… interrogatory to play your part in a simple spirit and to let
the child feel a certain superiority at the game (while not omitting to show by an occasional good
shot that you are not a complete duffer).(Piaget, 1932/1997, p. 24)In 1932, Jean Piaget (1896–
1980), one of the great intellectuals of the 20th century, published a delightful study of children's
moral development. The Moral Judgment of the Child begins with Piaget's oft-cited definition:
“All morality consists of a system of rules and the essence of morality is to be sought for in the
respect which the individual acquires for these rules” (p. 13). The book describes his exploration
of developmental changes in children's respect for rules using methods such as asking children
about the rules of the game of marbles or to respond to questions about short moral stories.
Although most of us learned about Piaget's theories of cognitive and moral development as
classic stage theories, we argue (with, e.g., Chapman, 1988; Gibbs, 1995; Lapsley, 1996) that
this conception does a disservice to his actual, more nuanced conception of phases of
development.This section's opening quotation captures the creative spirit underlying Piaget's
innovative methods and respectful engagement with children. Unfortunately, his methodological
creativity, conceptual complexity, and many lovely little caveats tend to be missing from the
standard presentations of his work in introductory or developmental psychology textbooks. We
attempt to lay out some of his basic ideas in a manner that is more faithful to his actual writings
and then provide a brief discussion of current critiques and reconceptualization's of his
work.Freudian theory gave us a perspective of morality as self-control (of the id by the ego) and
conformity to socially acceptable standards and rules (enforced by the super-ego). But the
quality of interpersonal behavior is not simply a function of the adoption of proscriptive rules and
restrictions. Morality is much more than “thou shalt nots.” Of equal importance, and the focus of
Piaget's, and later Kohlberg's, interests are social actions based on prescriptive moral rules or
standards of what individuals should do.Piaget's theory of moral judgment parallels and builds
upon his earlier theory of cognitive development from 1928. As a brief refresher, remember that
this famous theory posits that children's thinking moves through ever more complex sequences



as children mature and encounter a widening range of social experiences.Piaget's Conception
of Cognitive DevelopmentSensorimotor “Thought” (used from birth to about age 2)—
Characterized by a developing ability to coordinate sensory input with motor actions. Children
learn about the objects in their world through acting on them (e.g., looking, grabbing, mouthing).
The major accomplishment of this phase is object permanence, the understanding that things
exist even when they disappear.Preoperational Thought (approximately from ages 2 to 7)—
Characterized by an improving ability to use mental images but still hampered by the tendency
for centration, a tendency to focus on one salient or obvious feature of a problem or situation
and to neglect other important features. You may remember being more pleased with a present
that came in a big box, regardless of its value when you were a young child. Another limitation of
thought in this period is a tendency towards egocentrism, defined by Piaget (1932/1997) as the
child believing “himself to be sharing the point of view of the world at large” while unaware that
“he is really still shut up in his own point of view” (p. 36). Elly remembers being 5 years old and
terrified to tell her father that she had broken a cellar window playing baseball. It took her years
to understand that being a baseball player himself, as well as a good dad who understood the
skill limitations of a kindergartener, he saw no necessity to punish her. She couldn’t put herself in
his shoes yet and could not even imagine that he could see her in any way other than as the
naughty child she saw herself to be.Concrete Operational Thought (ages 7 to 11)—
Characterized by the child's ability to perform operations such as reversibility and decentration
on images of tangible, concrete objects and happenings. For example, a child can sort a pile of
shapes into triangles and circles and tell you that there are more triangles than circles. The child
using concrete operational thought can answer correctly the question that befuddles the typical
child using preoperational thought: “Are there more triangles or more shapes?” Piaget identified
the major cognitive achievement of concrete operations as conservation, or the understanding
that physical quantities remain constant even when they change shape or appearance.Formal
Operational Thought (begins about age 11)—Characterized by the ability to use operations on
abstract as well as concrete objects. You can have lively and meaningful conversations with
teens about abstract topics like justice and duty. Children also become more systematic in their
thinking. We begin to ask a lot more of older children both in school and home settings, correctly
assessing that they can now envision the consequences of their actions and so should be held
more accountable for them. (If, at 14, Elly had been practicing with a hardball a few feet from a
window, her father would not have been at all so forgiving.) In this final phase, children's thinking
thus becomes more logical, systematic, and abstract (Elkind & Flavell, 1969; Flavell, 1963;
Flavell, 1982; Flavell et al., 2002; Piaget 1936; Piaget, 1960).In Piaget's foreword to one of the
first works introducing his research to US scholars (Flavell, 1963), he described how Professor
Flavell's goal was difficult “not only because I had written too much in the course of tackling too
many different problems… but above all because I am not an easy author” (p. vii). Piaget saw the
principle source of problems as arising from the fact that he was a naturalist and biologist by
training, with a primary interest in epistemology, not psychology. In his own words, “my most



central concern has been to determine the contributions of the person's activities and the
limiting aspects of the object in the process of acquiring knowledge… those who read my work
often find themselves confused” (p. vii). Most thinkers who have grappled with Piaget's work
would agree (see e.g., Chapman, 1988; Lapsley, 1996). As Flavell noted in his introduction,
Piaget's theory and research are scattered across more than 25 books and 150 articles (some
of near-book length). Many are not translated from French to English and, no matter the
language, all are difficult to read and comprehend.Before moving from cognition to morality, we
should review four terms central to Piaget's (1932/1997) ideas about development. Piaget
observed that children constructed schemas, or generalized knowledge structures about things
and events. You can think of schemas as the building blocks of thinking and knowledge. For
example, we have a schema about what mothers are like, another about how to act in a
classroom, yet another about what should happen when we meet a new person. Piaget believed
that thinking changed in two major ways: assimilation, which occurs when people incorporate
new information into their existing schemas, and accommodation, which occurs when people
must adjust their schemas to new information.Let's consider the greeting schema. One hallmark
of neurotic people is that they tend to have ineffective or annoying schemas. When asked, “How
are you?” the healthy individual knows to give a response such as “Fine, thanks, and you?”
rather than “I’m so depressed, nobody ever seems to care about my rashes, my dismal love life,
and my sadistic boss.” However when someone has a “poor me” schema, he or she frequently
takes in information and makes it fit into that structure. In working with people like our
aforementioned lovelorn example, therapists frequently push their clients to construct new,
healthier schemas—to accommodate.For Piaget, the mechanism of equilibration explains how
children shift states of thought. Assimilation and accommodation result in cognitive changes that
frequently result in disequilibrium as children try to understand the world. The phases of
cognitive and moral development represent points of equilibrium arising from children's active
exploration of their world.Using the operational definition of morality as a system of rules, and
building upon his ideas of cognitive development, Piaget began his study of morality by
interviewing children of different ages about their conceptions of and respect for the rules of the
common (at the time) childhood game of marbles. He assumed that, just as cognitive
development proceeded through specific sequences, so too should moral reasoning move
forward in phases related to the growing complexity in the child's cognitive capacity. He
borrowed Freud's method of the clinical interview and added his own twist by using structured
questions. Reading his results, one sees both the scientific standardization of questions and the
creative ability to follow a child's reasoning by using perceptive prompts and clarifying
questions.The Moral Judgment of the Child (Piaget, 1932/1997) is divided into four major
sections. In the first, “The Rules of the Game,” Piaget describes the protocol for the marbles
study and provides numerous examples of the answers of children of different ages:The
experimenter speaks more or less as follows. “Here are some marbles…. You must show me
how to play. When I was little I used to play a lot, but now I’ve quite forgotten how to…. Let's play



together. You’ll teach me the rules and I’ll play with you.”(p. 24)As the child and interviewer are
playing, the interviewer asks a series of questions, such as whether he can invent a new rule,
whether new rules could lead to new games, and which rules are fairest. Piaget found that very
young children thought they were playing the game but handled the marbles with little to no
regard for formal rules. From about ages 2 to 5, children began to imitate the rules they saw
others use but still played very egocentrically. They might play together but did not use unifying
rules. Between ages 7 and 8, children he interviewed began to try to win and became interested
in using standard rules. Yet they tended to have inconsistent versions of rules. It was only
between ages 11 and 12 that children appeared to have codified the rules and described them
with a great deal of concordance. In Gabain's 1997 translation of Piaget's work, the discussion
of these changes uses the word stages consistently. However, as Piaget summarized the
section, he added one of the many caveats that are sprinkled through his work and undermine
the traditional understanding of his work as describing stages: “After having done our utmost to
show that child thought differs from adult thought not only in degree but in its very nature, we
confess that we no longer know precisely what is meant by these terms” (p. 84). He notes that
sometimes features of children's thinking appear in adults and sometimes, especially when the
children are cooperating with equals, features of adult thinking appear in children: “There is an
adult in every child and a child in every adult” (p. 85).Piaget's most important finding was the
existence of two moralities in childhood. In the second section of his book, “Adult Constraint and
Moral Realism,” he described the type of thinking characteristic of early school-age thinking.
Piaget uses two analogous terms for the thinking in this phase: moral realism and the morality of
constraint. Described as the stage of heteronomous morality in most textbooks, moral realism is
characterized by the child's belief that any action that shows obedience to adult authority is
good. In addition, children reason using the letter rather than the spirit of the law and evaluate
actions by their objective outcomes rather than by their underlying motives. Rules tend to come
from the outside for younger children. They obey because of external adult constraints rather
than any inner resolve or true conscience. Piaget (1932/1997) believed that children's thinking
until the ages of 7 and 8 showed a great deal of subordination of justice to adult authority, but
during the ages from 8 to 11 showed progress towards “equalitarianism” (p. 315):The morality of
constraint is that of duty pure and simple and of heteronomy. The child accepts from the adult a
certain number of commands to which it must submit whatever the circumstances may be. Right
is what conforms with these commands; wrong is what fails to do so.(p. 335)Piaget's
(1932/1997) third section, “Cooperation and the Development of the Idea of Justice,” describes
thinking during the developmental period that begins around ages 11 and 12, when children
move into a genuine feeling of equality with others. Most undergraduate textbooks describe this
period as the stage of autonomous morality. Piaget frequently refers to it as the morality of
cooperation, “whose guiding principle is solidarity and which puts the primary emphasis on
autonomy of conscience, on intentionality, and consequently on subjective responsibility” (p.
335).The book ends with an extensive discussion that argues for the supremacy of Piaget's



research-based theory of morality over those of Durkheim, Baldwin, Falconet, and Bovet.
Modern readers may be unfamiliar with some or all of these thinkers but should find Piaget's
lively treatment of the intellectual ideas of the time an engaging exercise.We hope that you have
noticed how careful we are being to avoid using the word stage. Piaget (1932/1997) himself is
quite clear about the matter in work from 1960 in which he states, “There are no general
stages” (p. 14). His research had shown him that children sometimes used different types of
thinking across different content domains. Lapsley's (1996) excellent analysis of Piaget's theory
makes abundantly clear that Piaget's “stages” of cognitive development were meant to describe
some of the formal properties of children's thinking, not the children themselves.Interviews with
Discipline Leaders: Daniel Lapsley Ph.D. (Professor and Chairperson Department of Psychology
Notre Dame University)Dan Lapsley's research focuses on various topics in adolescent social
cognitive and personality development including work on adolescent invulnerability and risk
behavior; narcissism; separation-individuation; self, ego, and identity development; and college
adjustment. He also studies the moral dimensions of personality and other topics in moral
psychology and has written on moral identity and moral and character education. As you can
see in the following excerpts from his work while admiring the foundational work of Piaget,
Lapsley's more recent work explores the importance of a complex conception of moral
development rooted in the formation of the moral personality.Piaget taught us many things not
the least is that what we see in the world depends upon our understanding and this insight will
continue to pay dividends in the study of many areas of moral psychology.(D. Lapsley, personal
communication, September 27, 2012)And yet to speak of an apotheosis that is now past, and of
an era in moral psychology that is post-Kohlberg is to suggest that something has happened to
the status of moral stage theory… that the topic is more a matter of faint historical interest than a
source of animated research activity (Lapsley, 2006, p. 38)…. This suggests that the formation of
moral identity is the clear goal of both moral and identity development too, just as it is for the
moral self, and that the trajectories of moral and self-identity development are ideally conjoined
in the moral personality.(Lapsley, 2006, p. 60)Because most of us learn better, no matter our
cognitive sophistication, when we can approach abstract ideas through familiar, concrete
examples, let us attempt to provide one that may make this distinction a bit clearer. Imagine that
a child exhibits a sore throat and a fever. Her doctor takes a throat swab, and the culture reveals
that a streptococcus bacterial infection is the underlying structure causing the external
symptoms of fever and sore throat. The child is not the disease but the child has the disease, so
she manifests its symptoms. Analogously, a child is not concrete operational but the thinking
structure he or she uses in a particular situation may be concrete operational. Just as we say a
child ill with strep exhibits a sore throat, we can say that a child using concrete operational
thought will exhibit conservation.As we turn to Piaget's theory of moral development, we refer to
the same sort of model. Contrary to the hard stage theory of development we see in Kohlberg,
Piaget's phases (his preferred term) of moral development describe how a child understands
social-moral situations. They do not imply a general stage of development characterized by



functional unity. As cited by Michael Chapman (1988), Piaget makes quite clear the
following:Nowhere have I seen structural unity, at no stage in the development of the child….
And if there is no structural unity, there are no general stages that permit fixed correspondences,
verifiable in all domains, and between all functions.(pp. 346–347)Piaget's Phase Theory of Moral
DevelopmentPiaget described children as premoral until the ages of 3 and 4. In his view, very
young children do not truly understand rules and, hence, cannot make judgments about
violations of rules. Preschoolers play in idiosyncratic ways and frequently invent their own rules
or change rules at will. They conduct games according to their own private fantasies and desires.
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